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l\!Iodeling, Analysis, and Design of 

Cornbinational / Sequential Logic 

1 Logic Function and Static CMOS Im.plernentation ( 40 points) 

1.1 'I'rnth Table (8 points) 

Consider t.he the circuit. using static CiV!OS. What are the va.lues of A and B (Low or High)? 

Low= GND. High = Veld. 
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( ....... ) 1.2 Logic Function (24 points) 
'· . 

z ) 

·write the function P(X, Y, Z). The Ewswer should be in the form of canonical sum (of min terms). A 
minterm is a product that includes all literals: X , Y , Z or their complements. The product; X. Y. Z, 
for example, is a minterrn, but the product X · Y is not. Use X to express the complement of X. 
Notice that XV= X · Y = NOT(X · Y) is different: from X · Y = NOT(X). NOT(Y). 

v~-:~ ~ Y, "2 ) ,,, ·><:. 'tJ · ·~:?:-- + x·~~J·. -~2';' 

1.3 Logic M~nimization (8 points) 

Ivfinimize the logic expression. You should use the minimum nmnber of literals. 
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2 Sequential Circuits (32 points) 

(.'.onsider the output of the follo-\ving sequential circuit \Vith positive-edge-triggered D fUp flops. 
Suppose the clock cycle is 10 ns with 50% duty cycle. Ignore the setup time of the flip flops, the 
delay of !:he inverter, and the delay of the wires. 

Bet\veen llns and 76ns, ho\¥ n1any tilnes doe.s -·{ cha.nge fron1 Lo\V to I-Iigh? ~et\veen llns and 
76ns, ho\v n1any tin1es does Z change fron1 Lo\v to fligh? 2-4· 1V-~--,\ej I 2<) D 1,c-! 1'19 ~'\t £ 
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,~ ) 3 State l\!Iachine (28 points) 

/ \ o- ! 
\. ) 

°') :> . 
Q 
'·'' 

,1 ,. 
0 

In this que.sl:ion, all numbers use decin1al representations. 

The follo\ving is an inco1nplete 1vloore state 111achine that outputs the ren1ainder of 4 fro1n an input 
stren.111 of decilnal nun1bers. If the present state is SO and the input is 11 5, or 9, the next state is 
Sl and the output is 1. If the present state is Sl and the input is 2 or 6, the next state is SO and 
the output is 0. This ca.n be understood by considering one exai11ple: If the input nun1ber is 52, 
the re1nainder of the first digit 5 is 1 (state Sl). \¥hen the second digit 2 appears 1 the nun1ber is 
52 and it is a n1ultiple of 4. I-Ience1 the outpu~ is 0. Assun1e the n1achine starts fro1r1 SO and the 
digits are scanned from MSD (most significant; digit) to LSD (least significant digit). 

Suppose the n1achine is no\v in state Sl after several input cligjts. ]~et y be a. single-digit nu1nbcr 
that is the next iupul; to the rnachine. I~ist all possible valu€s of y that \vill ca.use t11e 1nachine to 
change to state 83 fro1n the current state as shu\Vll in the thick arro\v. ·f :1

1 
. 

. J _) J 
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1 Logic Function and Static Cl\IIOS In1ple1nentation (32 points) 

1.1 Logic Function (8 points) 

\Vrile the function F(X. Y, Zj l><1:;ecl on the folkn,-ing t.ruth table. The a1rnwer shcmlcl he in tlw 
for111 of canonical .surn (o-f n1.i11.ter1ns). 1.\ 111intcrrn is n prodnct tha.i-. include::> all lit.eraJs: X, )f, Z or 
theiT eon1plcn1enl:s (Xi Y 1 Z). The product. X · }c- · Z, for exaniple, is a 1ninterrn1 hnt. the product 
X · Y is not. Notice thal: Xl" = X · Y is different. from X · Y. 

x y z 
: I_,o\v () Lo·v,rf; LO'>iV () 

1 Low() Low{) High I 
v , ,. J.,o,vC) I-Iigh l I10\v C) 
,, '' LowO High I High I 

\f ·; I-Iigh I Loi.v fJ l101v t:".l 
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1.2 Logic Minimization (8 points) 

t\ 

>/ r, . -. I , , • 
,/ 

' o· ··- I 

I 

1viinin1ize the logic expression. You should use the n1iniinn1n number of literals. V'lrite do1vn your 
derivation. 
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J.3 Cl\JOS Gates (8 points) 

I~ascd on your a.ns\\\:.·r in 1.2, \Yhich logic gate should be used to irnplcn1cnt 1;~? Your ans\ver should 
be one of (n.) - (f). J3riefly C.'xplain thn rea:-;on or your choice. 
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lA Input Signals (8 points) 

fc) 

--rVDD 
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3-cj[ .J-L:::r F 4-1 [ 5 --1 6-ff:; 
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Based on your answer in 1.3, map each label (1, 2, :1, ... ) to one of {X, Y, Z, X, Y, Z} so that 
the circuit iinplen1ents F. If there a.re innltiplc ans-\vers, you need to provide only one. 
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2 State l\!Iachine (28 points) 

Jn this question. all m1mlJers usr; decin1al representations. 

1..,he follo\vlng i.s a f\-Joore st;:.i.te n11:1chine that outputs the re111aindcr of 5 fro1n a.n input 8trean1 of 
clecin111l nu111bcrs. This rna.chinc is incon1plett: because it does not .specify all transition conditions. 

1\_ssun1e the n1a.chinc starts fro1n SO and the digits a.re scanned fro1n l\'ISD (rnost significant digit) 
t.o LSD (least signific<U1t digit} 

If the present state is SO mid the input is 1 or 6, the next state is .Sl and the ontput is 1. If the 
present. state is Sl and the input is 0 or 5. t.he next state is SO A.nd the output is 0. This can be 
understood by eonsidering one cxtt.1nple: If the input nurnher is 51, the rcr11a.h1cler of l:hc first digit 
5 is 0 (state SO). \\Ihen the second digi1-. l a.ppea.-rs .. the nunJber ls 51 and it Ls one plus a inultiplc 
of 5 (1 + 50). Hence, the output; i.s 1. 

Suppose the inachine is .1HJ\v in state Sl aJter ~everol input digit8. I,et. the next four si11gle-digit 
nun1bers that a.re fed i11to the n1achine be iv,;?:, y 1 -a.nd z. 

T_,ist all ])OSsible valueR of 1u that 'vi11 ea.use the n1achine to eh.::u1ge to state 82 frorn Sl as sho1vn in 
the thick arrow. 217~ 

7 

I.ist alJ }JOssible va.lues of :v that \Vill cause the inachine to change to state 83 fron1 state S2. g-

List. all possible values of y that will cause the machine to change to state Sl from stat.e S3. ~ (, 

IAst all possible value.-:> of z tho.t \-\.·ill cause the rna.chine to stay at staJ~e Sl. 

0,5 

~ _1.,c,_ , ' 

I I ~ 0, 5 \ 
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.______ 
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3 Sequential Circuits ( 40 points) 

Consider tbe out.put; of t.hc following sequential circuit with positi\·e-edge-triggered ·n flip flops. 
S11ppose the clod< cyck> is 10 ns 1\'ith .50% dut;y cycle. Assume that the setup Urne of the flip 
flops. the delay of t.lw inwrtcr. the delay of tho AND gate, and the delay of the wires c;an be ignored. 

Det,veen ] lns· and 77ns: ho'" 1r1any t,ilries does Y change fron1 f_,o,v to I-Iigh? Bet\veen 1lnt> and 
77ns: h(nv rnany l.ii11es does Z change frorn f_,o\v to I-Iigh? Justify you1'. a11s\vcrs. 
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1 Logic Function and Static CMOS Implen1entation (32 points) 

A binary decision diagram (BDD) is a representation of a logic function. A BDD has internal nodes 
and leaves. Each internal node is shown as a circle, and represents an input of the logic function. 
Each leaf is shown as a square, representing one of the two possible logic values: true (T) or false 
(F). An edge may connect (i) two internal nodes or (ii) one internal node and one leaf. Each internal 
node has exactly two outgoing edges, which are labeled 0 and 1, representing an assignment of 0 
and 1 to the corresponding input of the function. 

The following are three examples of BDDs: f is the output; x, y, and z are the inputs. 

x 
1 

nA1 
0 m 

y 
1 0/\1 rn m 0 

F T 

(a) f = x (b)f=xy+xy (c) f=XyZ+xYz+xyZ+xyz 

1.1 Binary Decision Diagram and Truth Table (8 points) 

Write the truth table of the following BDD. 
•J <~ 

I c·, )1 ·1 
r.,, 1. 
·i (~"· ,;; . 

( J: + (~! 

l \_) ' 
.t u j ,,\ 

cl 
L "1 

') J ,>1 .. , I 
J. " 

1.2 Logic Minimization (12 points) 

Minimize the logic expression. You should use the minimum number of literals. Vvrite down your 
derivation. 

Write iiiE 
X<il'JJ Book OnJy ., 
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1.3 CMOS Gates (12 points) 

Based on your answer in 1.2, draw a transistor-level implementation of the function using static 
CMOS gates. The inputs to your implementation shouJc!jnclude only x, y, an4 z. 
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2 Minimizing Finite State Machines (28 points) 

In this question, all numbers use decimal representations. 

In a Mealy state machine, the output depends on both the current state and the input. The input 
and output are annotated to each state transition, and represented as "input / output". The 
following is an example of a Mealy state machine with two states SO and Sl. 

0/1 

C@~ 0,1/1 () 
2/1 

• If the current state is SO: 

o If the input is 0, the machine stays at state SO and generates ouput 1. 

o If the input is 1 or 2, the machine goes to state Sl and generates ouput 0. 

• If the current state is Sl: 

o If the input is 0 or 1, the machine goes to state SO and generates ouput 1. 

o If the input is 2, the machine stays at state Sl and generates ouput 1. 

It is often desirable to design a state machine with the minimum number of states. This is usually 
achieved by merging equivalent states. Definition: Two states are equivalent if and only if, for 
any input, the two states have identical outputs and the corresponding next states are equivalent. 
State equivalence is sy1nmetrici reflexive1 and transitive. 

80 
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Consider the following state machine. 

so 

1 4/1 

2,5,8/0 

~ 
1,4, /0 

5,8/2 1,7/2 

1,4,7/0 

0 
0,912 

2.1 Equivalent States 1 (6 points) 

Sl 

511 4/2 

0,911 

Is it possible that SO and 82 are equivalent? Justify your answer (i.e., state the conditions under 
which they may be equivalent, or why they arc not equivalent). i'./,,. (M1,u.\· ,h\ierS fyi· <;!~Y·\C 

2.2 Equivalent States 2 (6 points) 

Is it possible that Sl and 84 are equivalent? Justify your answer (i.e., state the conditions under 
which they may be equivalent, or why they are not equivalent). ~ .. J (, ,J I f•lj' ... · .f,,. ''''" •(.' l\ 0. «,,.lll1·r~t;\ -.:;:\~\ f_\"S '\-.::'{ ·-·'· 

2.3 Equivalent States 3 (6 points) 

Is it possible that Sl and 82 are equivalent? Justify your answer (i.e., state the conditions under 
which they may be equivalent, or why they are not equivalent). 'l'··o \t h !;P9'~'\,lc . \;· .. , , . ., r 
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2.4 Minimizing Finite State Machines (10 points) 

Based on your reasoning, minhnize the state machine. I-low inany states does the ininimized 

inachine have? 

j ~·.-:: !'{ ('lo _;,, ___ ;, .'S "~ 

' <:)1i1({ :::: ~ , ___ , '\ if '~ ,,. ~s.r2 
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3 Sequential Circuits (32 points) 

Consider the output of the following sequential circuit with positive-edge-triggered D flip flops. 
Suppose the clock cycle is 10 ns with 50% duty cycle. Assumption: the setup time of the flip 
flops, the delay of the inverter, the delay of the AND gate, and the delay of the wires can be 
ignored. Answer the following questions and justify your answers. 

3.1 Y Rise and Fall (16 points) f \:JI \CiO t',,i: 

Between 39ns and 12lns, how many times does Y change from Low to High? At what times? 3 -l\\\I(<', 

Between 39ns and 12lns, how many times does Y change from High to Low? At what times? ~~ i\·t·1es 
':10/1,,/110 "'$ 

3.2 Z Rise and Fall (10 points) 

Between 39ns and 12lns, how many times does Z change from Low to High? At what times? 

Between 39ns and 12lns, how many times does Z change from High to Low? At what times? 

3.3 F Rise and Fall (6 points) 

Between 39ns and 12lns, how many times does F change from Low to High? At what times? (') ··I i''"'C)' 

Between 39ns and 12lns, how many times does F change from High to Low? At what times? () ·l.i '"I~\ 
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Boolean functions can be represented in several ways, such as a truth table or a sum-of-products 
expression. This question explores two graph-based representations of Boolean functions, namely 
Binary Decision Trees and Binary Decision Diagrams. 

1.1 Binary Decision Trees (10 points) 

A Binary Decision Tree (BDT) is a representation of a Boolean logic·function as a decision tree. 
A BDT has intemal nodes and leaves . . Each internal node is shown as a circle, and represents a 
decision on the input variable that it is labeled with. Each internal node has exactly two outgoing 
edges, which correspond to the input variable taking a value of 0 (left edge, drawn as a dotted line) 
or 1 (right edge, drawn as a solid line). Each leaf is shown as a rectangle, representing one of the 
two possible logic values: 0 or 1. 

The following are two examples of BDTs (! is the output; a and c are the inputs) . 

......... )> 0 edge 

-ledge 

Question: Draw the BDT for the function f whose truth table is given below. 

a lb le f 
0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 0 . 
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1.2 Binary Decision Diagrams (20 points) 

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are graph-based representations that are, in general, more com
pact than BDTs. Like BDTs, BDDs also have internal nodes and leaves. Each internal node is 
shown as a circle, and represents a decision on the input variable that it is labeled with. Each in
ternal node has exactly two outgoing edges, which correspond to the input variable taldng a value 
of 0 (left edge, drawn as a dotted line) or 1 (right edge, drawn as a solid line). Each leaf is shown 
as a rectangle, representing one of the two possible logic values: 0 or 1. 

It is possible to construct a BDD representation for a function from a BDT, by recursively applying 
a set of mies that are stated and illnstrated in the following figure. 

Rule 1: Merge identical leaf nodes 
Rule 2: Remove nodes with identical children 
Rule 3: Merge nodes that represent identical sub-graphs 

Rule 1 ~ Rule 2 

¢J~l\ ¢ 
b 

io"'f·"·"·""" 

Question: Apply the rules presented above to derive a maximally reduced BDD from the BDT 
given below. 
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2 Minimizing Combinational Logic ( 40 points) 

This question deals with minimization of combinational logic for two-level implementation, and the 
design of complex CMOS gates that implement logic functions. 

2.1 Two-level minimization (15 points) 

Question: Design a minimal sum-of-products implementation for the multi-output function spec
ified by the following equations. Your implementation should use a minimum number of product 
terms for both functions combined. 

Ji =xy'z+xyz+x'yz ~x~ ·l· k1
)''C , .. f~ +/(y)-2, (X."lJ/~: -•. i;·a '1 /"i': / ,,i) 

h=x'y'z+xy'z+x'yz+x'yz'+xyz' ~ /'·€: •\· x')' 1',')t·I' ,, y~ i-/()( -1-x·c 
) ' ) } / ! " )!·'i! +'I()(+-;: ) " '/ ·? ·! y>< ")' ~ 

2.2 Two-level minimization (10 points) 

Question: What is the number of product terms in the minimum two-level (AND-OR) implemen-
tation of the function f = x1 EB x2 EB xa ... EB Xn? Justify your answer; " • JI. ·f ,. "'~ ·i ')' 
Note: €B represents the XOR function. v1\ t?. '( r Y;';t,,_f-··\--->C--:)t·{ )! J-,.-j~~~---· 

2.3 Transistor-level implementation (15 points) 

Question: Draw a transistor-level implementation of function f2 from Question 2.1 using a complex 
CMOS gate and no inverters. Assume that all inputs are available in original and complemented 
forms. 
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3 Minimizing Sequential Circuits (30 points) 

This question deals with minimizing sequential circuits that are specified as finite state machines, 
and in structural form (i.e., as a network of gates and flip-flops). 

3.1 Minimizing Finite State Machines (15 points) 

In a Mealy finite state machine, the output depends on both the current state and the input. The 
input and output a1·e annotated to each state transition, and represented as "input / output". The 
following is an example of a Mealy state machine with four states 81, 82, 83, and 84. 

F'zi, P-L\ 
(\ " 

1!"_'1 }':' 

~;I . ' 
>.'.) 

0/1 0/1 
1'"1 <? 
._~" '.~ '"~;>,_ 
Q 

•.,! 

,_•A .s~t \I{ 
' ' 

• If the current state is 8 1: 

o If the input is 0, the machine goes to state 83 and generates ouput 0. 

o If the input is 1, the machine goes to state 84 and generates ouput 1. 

• If the current state is 82: 

o If the input is 0 the machine stays in state 82 and generates ouput 1. 

o If the input is 1, the machine goes to state 83 and generates ouput 1. 

It is often desirable to design a state machine with the minimum number of states. This is usually 
achieved by merging equivalent states . . Two states are equivalent if and only if, for any input, the 
two states have identical outputs and the corresponding next states are equivalent. 

Question: Consider the state machine shown in the above figure. Minimize the state machine and 
draw the minimized machine. 

3.2 Retiming Sequential Circuits (15 points) 

Retiming is a structural technique used to optimize sequential circuits-without converting them into 
a finite state machine representation. Retiming consists of moving sequential elements (latches or 
flip-flops) across gates in order to position them at desirable locations so as to minimize a desired 
metric such as the nnmber of flip-flops or the circuit delay. Any legal retiming can be expressed 
by applying a sequence of transformations to the circuit based on the rules shown in the following 
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figure. The first rule illustrates that a flip-flop appearing at a gate's output can be replaced by a 
flip-flop at each of the gate's inputs, and vice-versa. The second rule illustrates that a flip-flop on 
a fanout stem can be replaced by a flip-flop on each of the fanout branches, and vice-versa. 

I Retiming rules I 

Question: Consider the sequential circuit shown in the figure below. Your goal is to apply retiming 
so as to minimize the number of flip-flops in the circuit. Draw the retimed circuit. How many flip-
flops does the retimed circuit have? \ . F p 

b-1 . .--
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1 Boolean Functions (30 points) 

Shannon1s decon1position provides a technique to re-\vrite a Boolean function of n variables 
in ter1ns of functions of fe,ver variables. The general forn1 of Shan11on's decon1position can 
be written as follows 

f = x.fx + x.f;; (1) 

VVhere f is a Boolean function 1 xis one of its input variables, and X refers to the con1ple1nent 
of x. fx is the co-factor off with respect to variable x, and ls derived by setting x = 1 in 
f. Similarly, f, is the co-factor of f with respect to x, and is derived by setting x = 0 in f. 

1.1 Shannon's Decomposition (15 points) 

Apply Shannon's decomposition to the following function on variable x. Then, apply Shan
non's decomposition to· fv and fx on variable y, i.e., find fxyi fxy, fxy, and fxy. Dra\v 
the resulting circuit as a network consisting of AND gates, OR gates, inverters, and 2-to-l 
n1ultiplexers. Your ans\ver must include at least one n1ultiplexer. 

f = wyz+xz +xyz + wxyz 
f ~ ~ wy:~··\ '2 + f2 ·f,1~ •c rs f 'i' <( 

fxy" W~-.( f·I ·]~y ., v.J\; 
, l 

1,t7:r-

·f~:7 

(2) 

1.2 Application of Shannon's Decomposition (15 points) 

Explain how any Boolean function can be realized as a tree of multiplexers through the 
application of Shannon's decomposition. 

J. 1~'l, •"f 
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2 Combinational Logic (30 points) 

This question deals vvith ininhnizing con1binationa1 logic functions tha.t are specified as a 
Sum-ot~Products expression (AND-OR cfrcuit). 

Consider the function f = x1xzx3 + X4X5X6 + ... + X3n-zXan-1X3n· The sun1-of-products 
expression provided for the function has n product terms. Answer the following questions. 

1. 15 points. How inany product terms are contained in the ininimun1 su1n-of-products 
hnple1nentation of f? 

2. 15 points. How n1any product ter1ns are contah1ed in the ininimun1 sun1-of-products 
implementation of J (i.e., the complement off)? 

·\ 'f\'eSt~1~ (~\)'f~\ \-'}1 J. 
,J 

("\)l\~"1 \~\\'- \r1,\t··1 

,:;,~~S!:f\'·-'"\ \,~\i'-"'-, j 
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3 Sequential Logic ( 40 points) 

Finite State Machine (FSM) minimization and retiming are two popular approaches to 
optimizing sequential circuits. This question examines these techniques and, the relationship 
between them. 

Sequential Circuit 

y State Table 

NS0 NS1NS2 y 
State PS PS PS X=O x=l x=O x=l 

logic Eguations for Next so 000 010 001 0 0 
Sl 001 110 101 0 0 

State and Output 
S2 010 010 001 0 0 

NS0 = ( PS0 PS1) E8 PS, S3 011 110 101 0 0 
NS1 = x' S4 100 010 001 0 0 
NS2 = PS0 PS1 PS2' + x SS 101 110 101 0 0 
y = PS0 PS1 PS, x S6 110 111 101 0 0 

S7 111 010 001 0 1 

Figure 1: A sequential circuit and its state table 

Consider the sequential circuit shown in Figure 1. The FSM representation of the circuit 
is shown in the form of a state table. The state table is derived by writing down the logic 
equations for each next state bit and the output, as shown in the figure. 11ie state table is 
essentially a combined truth table for these logic equations. In the state table, PS; is the 
i-th bit of the present state, and NS; is the i-th bit of the next state. 

I 
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3.1 FSM minimization (15 points) 

It is often desirable to design a state machine with the minimum number of states. FSM 
n1inimization is performed by repeatedly merging equivalent states, resulting in a reduced 
FSM where there are no equivalent states. 

Definition: Two states are equivalent if and only if, for any input, the two states have 
identical outputs ai1d the corresponding next states are equivalent. State equivalence is 
syn1111etric, reflexive, and transitive. \ 

Question: Minimize the FSM state table sho~n in Figure 1 by identifying equivalent states 
and replacing equivalent states by a single state. Specify the minimized FSM as a state 
table, You may use symbolic names (e.g., A,jB, C, ,,. ) fpr states in the mini~1i~~d state 
tbl , , }Jr c,u, 
a e. 1 )--<' 1 ' ·.!' __ {\ ,.,, I 

f~·\3 ,~~), '() l - ~ )<-~-~)' ><~:~-,! )';,_\-'-·· r- ::--
. -t"" (,'()() ~)f) ( ... < 1 (';-) \_) 

('
')· \ (·',','>\ cf',, ("' t () \ ,.,,,·,,, 
10 \ I 0\ C> 
'I OD' 01 0 

3.2 Re-timing (10 points) 

Rethning is a structural technique used to optiinize sequential circuits \Vithout converting 
then1 into a finite state 111achine representation. Rethning consists of n1oving sequential 
elen1ents (latcl1es or flip-flops) across gates or fanout points in order to position then1 at 
desirable locations so as to n1inilnize a desired n1etric such as the nun1ber of flip-flops or 
the circuit delay, 

I Retimlng rules I 

Figure 2: Illustration of retiming 

Any legal retiming can be expressed by applying a sequence of transformations to the ch:cuit 
based on the rules shown in Figure 2 (the NAND gate can be replaced by any other gate), 

Question: Retime the circuit shown in Figure 1 such that the number of flip-flops is 
n1inin1ized. Derive the state table for the retin1ed circuit. 

Pn"'J i°C>\, ''~'~e, 
I l ) 
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3.3 Retiming vs. FSM minimization (15 points) 

• 5 points. Compare the state table derived for the retimed circuit with the state table 
resulting fron1 applying FSM nriniinization on the original circuit. Do retiming and 
FSM inini111ization have the sa1ne in1pact on the nu1nber of states for this exa1nple? 

• 10 points, In general, can retin1ing always achieve the sa1ne effect as FSivl minin1iza
tion? In otl1er \Vords> given any sequential circuit) can rethning the circuit always 
result in a circuit with number of states that is the san1e as what you get by deriving 
the state table for the original circuit and minimizing it? Justify your answer. 

I, 
y\rJ r«'\ \ ,,.-,-\ 1 <p .. ·'cl-1 ().- 1 

)\h, ,o,j'"'"')I"· , \<01.h,.»,;'.'.~ ·•l~.':ltJiv\C'.;\ 
I ~ 1 ,, 1 r\ f' '\,. l, ~>\'.."'.·.. ,·.'.· _t,10:"\\i r:., 

1 
. 

<,\\'1l \('-'(~.O,'t ''''i ''\ \''r", fo'f L.... . . ~\ ,.i 

\~1 I ' '~A - IJ ~ \'\ I\ h.e•,J Y""'.ll'·'""c. '.~"1":1e>·M\·f\1'"""'"'1'7""" ,, "n · •'e <>'.,•·H·.c '\ "; "· 1.,, .... 

\,oo \w'''I ('.)t>l<o·&:<;\cn 
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1 Boolean Functions ( 45 points) 

A Boolean function f(x1 1 ••• 1 Xn) is said to be positive unate in input variable xi if changing 
Xi from 0 to I, while keeping the other inputs constant at any of their possible values, can 
never make f go from 1 to 0. In other words, 

f(x1, ... )Xi~1, l1Xi+li· .. ,xn) 2: f(x1, ... ,Xi-l101Xi+h. ··1Xn) 

'r/ XI)···iXi-I 1 Xi+1i···1Xn 

Sin1ilarly1 a Boolean function is negative unate in input variable Xi if changing Xi fi:o1n 0 to 
1 ca.ii never rnake f go fro1n 0 to 1. A function that is neither positive unate or negative 
unate in an input variable is said to be binate in that variable. 

1.1 Determining unateness (20 points) 

For each of its input variables) deter1nine whether the follo\ving function is positive unate1 

negative unate, or binate in it. Justify your answer. 

/,-,-

f(v, w, x, y, z) = xy + wxz + vyz + wxyt + vwz + wyz ;t-wxy'z 

,~,,- x-y 1- UJ )I ·\-- t-q }<· ·2:- ·1-· ' '/ f; ~I"' 1,11~1 ~7 

J 1' '· if'> ·O L,\/P \ .. c .. v .. • \ ~. 

1.2 Application of unateness (25 points) 

(1) 

A function that is unate in all of its input variables is simply called a unate f1mction. Note 
that a unate function n1ay be positive unate in son1e of its input variables and negative 
unate in the rest of its input variables. Unate functions are interesting because several 
operations ou Boolean fuuctious are sh11plified for the ::>pet:ial case of uuate fu11ctio11s. For 
this question1 we will focus on tautology checking. 

A Boolean function is a tautology if it evaluates to 1 for all possible inputs, i.e., it is the 
constant 1 function. Checking \Vhether a given function is a tautology is difficult in general. 
but it is inuch easier to do so for unate functions. 

How can you check if a unate function given to you is a tautology? To receive credit, your 
answer inust exploit unateness. 

\S 

t'f ' ' <.'.. ~~~-f\"<:'11\ /j (~x2 V('._ y- (:~:it 
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2 Combinational Logic (55 points) 

2.1 Two-level vs. multi-level implementations (20 points) 

Give an exan1ple of a function of n inputs for which (i) the 1ninimiirn sun1-of-products 
in1plen1entation contains a nu1nber of product ter1ns that is exponential in ni and (ii) a 
multi-level implementation exists that uses only 2-input AND gates, 2-input OR gates, and 
inverters, such that the total nu1nber of gates is polynon1ial in ri. Justify the sizes of the 

- t\vo-level and inulti-level in1plen1entations. 

For this question, yon ca.n define a rninilnu1n snn1-of-prodncts in1plc1ncnt.at.ion as one that 
has the lowest possible number of product terms among all possible sum-of-products imple-

Multi-level minimization 

~'7 I 
' "- --;,,, \, \1 l"' r'J 'i C''f' ~'--; ,1 :: ;\;/ \ "';~ ; ~--- __ \ 

1
11) k /fc> .. . c,:i) K vi .~ 

(10+15f-10 = 35 points) 

Factoring is an operation that can be used to convert two-level in1ple1nentations into n1ulti
level in1ple1nentation·s. Given a function F) Pis a factor of F if F can be re-written as P.Q 
+ R, where Q is the quotient and R is the remainder. Ignore the trivial cases (P = 0, P = 
1, Q = 0, and Q = 1). 

For example, for F = ab+ be+ d, P = a+ c, Q = b, and R = d is one possible way to factor 
F. Therefore, F can be re-written as F = (a+ c)b + d. This expression for F cannot be 
factored any further. 

Consider the following sun1-of-products expression 

Y = abg + acg + adf + aef + afg + bd +be+ cd + ce (2) 

1. Create a new expression for Y by finding a .sub-cxprc.s::dou P that can be factored out 
of the stun-of-products expression. If there a.re multiple choices for P, pick any one. 

2. Repeat the above process by recursively factoring the new expression for Y until no 
further factoring is possible (except for the trivial cases described above). Again, if 
there are multiple factors possib_le at any step, you may pick any one of them. 

3. Based on the fully factored expression for Y, draw a n1ulti-level circuit that uses only 
2-input AND gates, 2-input OR gates, and inverters. 

"f(,)+e+j) 

ir( ( d + c! .\ ~)! 

qf (C,~ + e +j) 

,4f rd" e+g) 
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1 Boolean Functions (10+10+15 35 points) 

1.1 Unate Functions 

VC-2 page 1of3 

A Boolean function f(x1, ... , Xn) is said to be positive unate in input variable Xi if changing 
x; from 0 to 1, while keeping the other inputs constant at any of their possible values, can 
never make f go from 1 to 0. In other words, 

f(x1, ... 'Xi-111, Xi+li .. ' J Xn) 2: f(x1, .. : 'Xi-1, 0, Xi+11 ... 'Xn) 

v x1, ... ) Xi-1, Xi+l, ... l Xn 

Similarly, a Boolean function is negative unate in input variable x; if changing Xi from 0 to 
1 can never make f go from 0 to 1. A function that is neither positive unate nor negative 
unate in an input variable is said to be binate in that variable. A function that is unate in 
all its input variables is called a unate function. 

Determine whether the following functions are positive unate, negative unate, or binate in 
each of their input variables. Justify your answers. 

10 points. The threshold function: Threshk(x1, x2, ... , Xn) = 1 if and only if at least k of the 
inputs, i.e., x1, x2, ... , Xn are 1. Note that k is a constant, i.e., it is i1ot an input to 
the function. 

10 points. The parity function: Parity( xi; x2, ... , xn) = 1 if and only if an odd number of the 
inputs are 1. 

i.2* Symmetric Functions 

A symmetric Boolean fm1ction is a Boolean function 'vhose value does not change under 
any permutation of the.}nput values, i.e., it only depends on the number of inputs that 
assume values of 0 and 1. The threshold and parity functions given in the previons question 
are examples of symmetric nmctions. 

Question (15 points): It is well known that there are 22" distinct Boolean functions with 
n inputs, and 1 output. How many distinct symmetric Boolean fimctions exist with n 
inputs and 1 output? Justify yonr answer. 

]"/"\ ·\ru~\ {q\, \,, > ::i4' 1)\ j .. Cl 

it ,,\ J .. j 
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2 Logic 1niniinization (10+15=25 points) 

Boolean functions may be represented as sum-of-products expressions, and implemented 
nsing two-level logic. In two-level logic minimization, tho objective is to derive a minimum 
sum-of-products expression, or one that contains the minimlllll number of product terms, 
for a given Boolean function. For the special case of unate functions (defined in the previous 
section), the process of deriving a minimm11 sum-of-products expression is greatly simplified. 
Any sum-of-products expressio11 that satisfies the following two properties is a rninimun1 
expressio11: 

l. All variables appear in the expression only in the polarity of mmteness ( uncomple
mented) if the function is positive unate in the variable; complemented, if tl1e functio11 
is 11egative m1ate in the variable). 

2. The expression does not have any redundant product terms, i.e., deleting any of the 
product terms changes the function that is computed by the expression. 

Answer the following questions: 

10 points. Show that the following fnnction is nnate in all its input variables: 

f(a,b,c,d,e) = ab+ace+bcd+gbd'~+~~~~b~ ~ _ .,_be --~ 
15 points. Derive a sum-of-products expression for this function that satisfies the two properties 

give11 above, and is therefore minim~. ~ b 
f ~ °'b ·\- a,ce ~- bo_d -\- cde ~ e. 

3 Timing (20+20=40 points) 

A logic circuit's clock period is determined by the longest time or delay that the combina
tional logic can take to produce its outputs once its inputs are applied. It is common to 
estimate the delay of a combinational circuit as the length of its longest path(s). However, 
in general, this estimate may be pessimistic dne to the presence of false paths, or paths that 
can never affect the circuit's delay. 

Consider the circuit given in Figure 1. Assume that (i) all gates have a delay of 1 unit, and 
(ii) a path's delay is the sum of the delays of the gates along the path. Answer the following 
questions: 

hp ~"""f'"'"'IC-~+ 
1''1 o-ry OAil')tecM 

l 
f 1.~ \)fC1+t: 
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c_!n 

ao 
bO 

c_out 

a1 ~4)----,--j ".:/ b1 

g5 1-+----' 

<>---+-----•' 

Figure 1: A combinational circuit 

S'l"JQ· ·· "':J..'?··'>j~ ···~ .'llO ""jll ···• jl'.3 ... , :)I">·· -,, j 16 
20 points. What is the length of the longest path in this circuit? Identify all longest paths. 

20 points. For each of the longest paths, state whether or not it is a false path. Justify your 

answer. F.ii \ge, ~,,A,, 
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1 Boolean Functions (10+20 = 30 points) 
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Boolean functions can be represented in several ways, such as a truth table or a sum-of
products expression. This question explores two graph-based representations of Boolean 
functions, namely Binary Decision 'Il·ees and Binary Decision Diagrams. 

1.1 Binary Decision "frees (10 points) 

A Binary Decision Tree (BDT) is a representation of a logic function as a decision tree. A 
EDT has internal nodes and leaves. Each internal node is shown as a circle, and represents 
a decision on the input variable that it is labeled with. Each internal node has exactly two 
outgoing edges, which correspond to the input variable taking a value of 0 (left edge, drawn 
as a dotted line) or 1 (right edge, drawn as a solid line). Each leaf is shown as a rectangle, 
representing one of the two possible logic values: 0 or 1. 

The following are two examples of BDTs (!is the output; a and care the inputs) . 

f=a f= a ffi c 

......... ;,.- O edge 

-----7>-- 1 edge 

Draw two different BDTs for the function g = x1x2 + X3X4 that differ in the ordering of 
variables from the root to the leaves. For the first BDT, use the following variable order: 
xi < x2 < x3 < x4 (xi should appear first along any path from root to leaf, and :q last). 
For the second BDT, use the following variable order: x1 < x4 < x2 < xs. 
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'* 1.2 Binary Decision Diagrams (20 points) 

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are graph-based representations that are, in general, 
more compact than BDTs. Like BDTs, BDDs also have internal nodes, edges, and leaves. 

It is possible to construct a BDD representation for a function from a BDT, by recmsively 
applying a set of rules that are stated and illustrated in the following figure. 

Rule 1: Merge identical leaf nodes 
Rufe 2: Remove nodes with Identical children 
Rule 3: Merge nodes that represent identical sub-graphs 

a 

Rule3 
b 

If. .... •·•••· Er'···· 
q b 

~·· 
1 

• Apply the rules to derive BDDs from each of the BDTs that you created in Question 
1.1. Recall that both BDTs represent the same function, but with a different variable 
ordering. 

• Compare the sizes of the BDDs in terms of the number of internal nodes. What 
conclusions can you derive fro1n these numbers? 
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2 Logic minimization (10+10+10=30 points) 
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During two-level logic minimization, it is useful to compute prime implicants and essential 
prime implicants. Au implicant is a collection of on-set rninterms of a function that can 
be represented as a conjunction (logic AND) of the input variables or their complements. 
A prime implicant is an implicant that is not contained within any other implicant of the 
function. An essential prime implicm1t contains a minterm that is not contained by miy 
other prime implicant. 

Consider the Boolean function represented by the following expression: f(a,b,c,d,e) = 
ab+ be+ ace+ bed+ cde 

10 points. Identify all prime implicants of the fimction. 

10 points. For each of the prime implicants, state whether or not it is an essentia,l prime implicant. A\( C1ff' e.~N'ih1 \ 
10 points. Explain ho': th~ us~ of prime implicant~ jnd essential('ri~l' implif .• ants, enables, f~ter 

two-level m1mnnzat1on. [.µ· g,.9e:rf,\ .. v:::i f:t'f'\'f\1~t_; 1 t\"f-·", fc:?.r' f'\ 1_ l'2.:i fF1:1~\'\\ V')C\ \ .. - . I 
f'0\)Y'PS<i'vl1<->,{ t'0v\ . 

3 Tinl.ing Optimization (20+20=40 points) 

A logic circuit's clock period is determined by the longest time or delay that the combi
national logic can take to produce its outputs once its i11puts are applied. The delay of a 
combinational circuit may be computed as the delay of its longest path(s). 

Timing optimization therefore ilwolves re-designing the circuit so as to reduce the delay of 
its longest path(s) .. 

Consider the circuit given in Figure 1. Assume that (i) all 2-input gates have a delay of 1 
unit, and (ii) a path's delay is the sum of the delays of the gates along the path. Answer 
the following questions: 

15 points. What is the delay of this circuit? Identify all longest paths. 

25 points. Re-structure the circuit to reduce its delay. The restructmed circuit should only use 
2-input gates. 
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Figure 1: A combinational circuit 
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1 Boolean Functions (10+10+10 = 30 points) 

Boolean functions can be represented in several ways, such as a truth table, sum-of-products 
expression, product-of-sums expression, or a network of basic gates. This question deals 
with the worst-case (largest possible) sizes of common Boolean function representations (the 
worst case is across all possible functions with a given number of inputs). 

Given a Boolean function with n inputs and 1 output, give expressions for the worst-case 
sizes of the following representations in terms of n. Also, give an example of a function that 
results in the worst-case size. Full credit will be given to sizes that are within a constant 
factor of the correct answer, i.e., of tl1e correct asymptotic co1nplexity. 

10 points Truth table 

10 points Sum-of-products 

10 points Product-0£-sums 

(" 
~t}iV> 
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2 Two-level miniinization (20 + 10 + 10 = 40 points) 

In two-level mll1imization, a Boolean function is represented as a covering table1 where 
columns correspond to prime implicants (or simply, primes) of the fnnction and rows corre
spond to the function's on-set minterms. A 0 (or 1) entry in the i-th row and j-th column 
of the table implies that the j-th prime does not cover (or covers) the i-th on-set minterm. 
The objective is to find a minimum number of colnlllllB that covers all the rows. As a first 
step in two-level minimization, several pruning techniques such as essential primes, row 
dominance, and column dominance are applied to the covering table to result in a reduced 
covering table. The essential primes techniqne states that if a prime is the only one that 
covers an on-set minterm, the prime mUBt be included in the final solution. Therefore, the 
column corresponding to an essential prime can be removed from the covering table (and 
directly included in the solution), along with any rows that it covers. The row and column 
dominance techniques work as follows. Row i is said to dominate row j if row i contains 
a 1 entry in every position where row j has a 1 entry. The same definition of dominance 
applies for columns. Dominating rows and dominated colnlllllB may be removed from the 
covering table, i.e., they do not need to be considered when coming up with a solution. 

Consider the covering table shown :n the foll~wing figure: I @ j:(,,,,,l>VC clo.f\•\'•V\ o,{\ 1::; 

p1 p2 p3~4 p5 p6 p7 ~8 

m1 
m2 
m3 
m4 
m5 
m6 
m7 
m8 

20 points Apply the pruning techniques recursively to the covering table until no further appli-
cation_ of pruning techniques is possible. YouT ru1swer inust clearly show the sequence _,.~,,~ /;:"'· 
of prnning techniques applied, and the final reduced covering table. (1}-'>(~) ···'o> (.;>,)-"\~'1;) 

10 points Wby is it OK to remove dominating rows? Wby is it OK to remove d01ninated l f 

\ columns? i~ P1 +?3.- "'"'r{~'"'r"\r"1 r .. L. ·'> 10 points How do the pruning techniques help speed up two-level minimization? r> 6 
r 

1 ' F)e,~' .. ;oAvj do1 J l\1c1;/ 1'vj 1(01 .. 11£ l.~, C:) \< becc\1)8,e. 1vi1nl C'f'l·'\2, Ave 
1

\ ,~:11 I\ cove red by p• hv1e s,' f2,.,'-1G1\),~ dccl''1'1Y¥~'\c d ()'<:> \\j,'{'i\'l\S 
,1~ I ..._) , \ j1 \ \ b ' j ~ I I ) :\ ('t.() \/C'f~f:<i 00- Y"")~\'\,~\ \ f)} 

l
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3 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (10+20=30 points) 

Field programmable gate anays (FGPAs) are programmable circuit substrates tbat can 
be re-configured to implement an arbitrary logic circuit. A fundamental building block of 
an FPGA is a configurable logic block (CLE), which can implement many different logic 
functions. Consider the CLE design shown in the following figure: 

i12 .--------1-----.-----, 
i11 --------++-----+!---~ 
i10 
ig~~~~~~~~~t=J~~~'-*-~ 

MC MO 

LUT-3 Y 

The CLE consists of (i) two 4-input look-up tables (LUT-1 and LUT-2), which can be 
programmed to realize arbitrary 4-inpu,t Boolean functions, (ii) a 3-input look-up table 
(LUT-3), whicb can be programmed to realize an arbitrary 3-input Boolean function, and 
(iii) five multiplexers (with select signals MA,MB,MC,MD,ME) that allow the inputs, LUTs, 
and outputs to be connected in different configurations. Note that signals MA and MB can 
assume the values 0 and 1, while MC, MD, and ME can assume the values O, 1, 2, or 3. The 
CLB is configured (as part of the FPGA programming process) by writing the contents of 
the L UTs and setting the select signals of multiplexers to appropriate values. 

Specify how to configure the CLE shown above so as to realize the following: 

I 
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10 points An arbitrary function F of fom input variables (x1, x2, x3, x4), plus another arbitrary 
function G of four unrelated input variables (xs, XB, xr, xs), plus a third arbitrary 
function H of three other unrelated input variables (xg, x10, xu). 

20 points An arbitrary function J of five variables (x1, x2, X3, x4, x5). 
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1 Boolean Functions (25 points) 

1.1 Shannon's Decomposition 
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Sl1annon's decomposition provides a techi1ique to revrrite a Boolea11 function of n variables 
in terms of functions of fewer variables. The general form of Shannon's decomposition can 
be written as follows 

f = x.fm + x.f, (1) 

Wl1ere f is a Boolean function> x is one of its input variables, and X refers to the complement 
of x. fx is the co-factor off with respect to vaJ:iable x, and is derived by setting x = 1 in 
f. Similarly, fx is the co-factor off with respect to x, and is derived by setting x = 0 inf. 
Shannon)s decompositio11 n1ay also be performed on innltiple variables. 

l. 15 points. Apply Shannon's decomposition on variable w to the following function. 

f = wyz + xz+ xyz+wxyz (2) 

To the resulting expression, apply Sharmon's decomposition on x. Finally, apply 
Shannon's decomposition on y. 

2. 10 points. Realize the function as a circuit that consists of only 2-to-1 multiplex
ers. You may assume that input variables are available in both complemented ru1d 
uncomplemented form to use as inputs to the circuit. 

To receive full credit, you must clearly show the application of Shannon's decomposition on 
each variable 8Jld draw the resulting circuit. 
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Combinational Logic ( 45 points) 

2.1 Two-level minimization (30 points) 

This question deals with minimizing combinational logic functions that are specified in 
Sum-of-Products and Product-of-Sums forms. 

Consider the function f = xi x2 X3 + X4 X5 xa + ... + Xsn-2 X3n-l X3n· Answer the following 
questions. 

l, 15 points. How many product terms are contained in the minimum sum_..of-products 
implementation of f? 

2* 15 points. How many srnn terms are contained in the minimum product-of-srnns 
implementation of J (i.e., the complement off)? 

f' ·r··· (v ·tx +><) (11, +x. +><.' -~ ,-\/ 0 A--- 'T 5 &) 

r=--1·-=r f-) J .. e_,.r ~-1 3 ii\,,,::, -; •\e. re <><e n StJtvl 1 •• , 

2.2 Two-level vs. multi-level circuits (15 points) 

Give an example of a function with n inputs that satisfies all the following conditions: 
(i) the minimrnn smn-of-products implementation is exponential in n, (ii) the minimrnn 
product-of-smns implementation is exponential inn, and (iii) a multi-level implementation 
using only 2-input gates e>.'ists for which the nrnnber of gates is linear in n. Tu receive 
full credit, you need to justify why the example function you provide satisfies each of these 
conditions. 
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3 Sequential Logic (30 points) 

Retiining is a structural technique used to optin1ize sequential circuits in structuTal for1n. 
Retiming consists of moving sequential elements (latches or flip-flops) across gates or fanout 
points in order to positio11 then1 at desirable locations so as to ini11imize a desired 1netric 
such as the number of flip-flops or the circuit delay. 

j Retlmlng ru!e.s I 

. r~ I) lrL> 
1 .... rt)· 

I 
[. )\°} [~ /. 

i 
\ ---~----·«'• 

4 
l 

Figure 1: Illustration of retiming 

Any legal retiming can be expressed by applying a sequence of transformations to the circuit 
based on the rules shown in Figure 1 (the NAND gate can be replaced by any other gate). 

Consider the sequential circuit shown in the figure below. 

1. 15 points. Apply retilning so as to minimize the number of flip-flops in the circuit. 
Draw the retimed circuit. How many flip-flops does the retimed circuit have? :!. F;;fc~ 

2. 15 points. Apply retiming to minimize the length of the longest combinational path 
through the circuit. Assume that each 2-input gate has a delay of 1 uuit. State the 
length of the longest combinational path before and after retiming. Bef <>'fe 3 
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1 Boolean Functions (10+10+15 35 points) 

1.1 Unate Functions 

A Boolean function f(x1, ... , xn) is said to be positive unate in input variable x, if changing 
Xi from 0 to 1, while keeping the other inputs constant at any of their possible values, can 
never make f go from 1 to 0. In other words, 

f(x1, ... J Xi-1, 1, Xi+l, ... 'Xn) 2: f(x1, ... l Xi-1, o, Xi+l, ... 'Xn) 

V x1, ... ,xi-1,xi+li .-.. ,xn 

Similru1y, a Boolean function is negative unate in input variable Xi if changing Xi from 0 to 
1 can never make f go from 0 to 1. A fimction that is neither positive unate nor negative 
unate in an input variable is said to be binate in that variable. A function that is unate in 
all its input variables is cc;lled a unate function. 

Determine whether the following fimctions are positive unate, negative unate, or binate in 
each of their input variables. Justify your answers. 

10 points The majority function: Majority(x1,x2,. . .,xn) = 1 if and only if more inputs are 1 
than 0 (assume that n is odd). 

10 points The exact-count function: ExadCountk(x1, x2, ... , Xn) = 1 if and only if exactly k 
of the inputs are 1. Note that k is a constant, i.e., it is not an input to the fonction. 

:\\ o\ 
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. \ \ C.'· . .i ·~· k ·\· l ···· ·'> ""./' pre· c 
Sy1nmetric Functions 

A symmetric Boolean function is a Boolean function whose value does not change under 
any permutation of the input values, i.e., it only depends on the number of inputs that 
assume values of 0 and 1. The majority and exact-connt functions given in Section 1.1 are 
examples of symmetric functions. For eXaJilple, the majority fonction depends only on how 
many inputs are 1, and not on which specific inputs are 1. 

Question (15 points): How many distinct symmetric Boolean functions exist with n 
inputs and 1 output? Justify yam answer. 
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2 Logic rninilnization (10+15=25 points) 

Boolean functions may be represented as sum-of-products expressions, and implemented 
using two-level logic. A product term is also called an implicant. To mfoimize hardware 
requirments, it is desirable to have prime implicants. A prime implicai1t is not co11tained in 
any other implicant of the function. Essential prime implicants are especially useful since 
they uniquely cover a minterm that iS not covered by any other· prime implicant of the 
function. 

For the special case of unate functions (defined in the previous section), the process of 
identifying essential primes is greatly simplified. 

Answer the following questions: be. 1 I 
/ r:·J:)\1lf~t>S "r""' ttv1""1 (_'' \) 

10 points. Show that the following function.is unate in\,an its input variables: I .· b l ) I 
f (a, b, c, d, e) = ab + ace + bed +<!flee+ cde +_be'·e -\;.a'lice '"· c:\ () ~- '~C q ·\ · c. 6 ·\ · C 0 v · '. D <::. 

15 points. Find all essential primes for this function. For each essential prime, specify a minte,rm 
that makes it essential (i.e., a minterm that is covered by the prime and no other 
prime). Give yonr answers by copying the following table into yonr answer. booklet 
and completing it. You will not get credit for answers written on the question paper! 

Essential Prime Essential mlnterm 

01b "'b <rte 
i.'J. t}_t~-- o,·(? c.d'e 
bQd ct be.de 
cl· ,._ l._ ,;_, ci '!,;" c~de 

be 2i bo.cle 

3 Timing (20+20=40 points) 

A logic circuit's clock period is determined by the longest time or delay that the combina
tional logic can take to produce its outputs once its inputs are applied. It is common to l I 

I 
/ 
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estimate the delay of a combinational circnit as the length of its longest path(s). However, 
in general, this estimate may be pessinristic due to the presence of false paths, or paths that 
can never affect the ciTcuit's delay. 

c_rn 

ao 

bO 

b1 a1 ~4 
1-------t--1 '!----+----'' 

,, 

:~~B 
L:v---------~ 

Figure 1: A combinational circuit 

c_out 

Consider the circuit given in Figure 1. Assume that (i) each gate has a delay of 1 unit, and 
(ii) a path's delay is the sum of the delays of the gates along the path. Answer the following 
questions: . "'\/<'.\') ,. ':?z')g, ')~~)··>:·\\() ... ) ')\\ '";>c.)\3 ,-- > t)\E~ ~ ·1l(, 

~J j" J ,_) v . "· " '- .,,.,. 

20 points. What is the length of the longest path h1 this circuit? Identify all longest paths. 

20 points. For each of the longest paths, state whether or not it is a false path. Justify your 
answer. 
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